U.S. Customs and Border Protection
◆

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
19 CFR PART 12
CBP DEC. 17–15
RIN 1515–AE27
REMOVING THE PROHIBITION ON THE IMPORTATION
OF JADEITE OR RUBIES MINED OR EXTRACTED FROM
BURMA, AND ARTICLES OF JEWELRY CONTAINING
JADEITE OR RUBIES MINED OR EXTRACTED FROM
BURMA
AGENCY: U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Department of
Homeland Security; Department of Treasury.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: This document amends the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) regulations to remove the provision relating to the
prohibition on the importation of jadeite or rubies mined or extracted
from Burma, and articles of jewelry containing jadeite or rubies
mined or extracted from Burma. This reflects the termination of all
Burmese sanctions by Executive Order 13742, of October 7, 2016.
DATES: This final rule is effective on October 30, 2017.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Daniel Collier,
Partner Government Agency Branch, Trade Policy and Programs,
Office of Trade, (202) 863–6225, Daniel.Collier@cbp.dhs.gov; or
William Scopa, Branch Chief, Partner Government Agency Branch,
Trade Policy and Programs, Office of Trade, (202) 863–6554,
William.R.Scopa@cbp.dhs.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background

On July 28, 2003, the President signed into law the Burmese Freedom and Democracy Act of 2003 (Pub. L. 108–61) (the “BFDA”) to
sanction the military junta then ruling Burma. Among other provi1
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sions, the BFDA required the imposition, subject to annual renewal,
of a ban on the importation into the United States of any article that
is a product of Burma. To implement the BFDA, the President issued
Executive Order (“E.O.”) 13310 (68 FR 44853, July 30, 2003), which
prohibited, among other things, the importation into the United
States of any article that is a product of Burma.
On July 29, 2008, the President signed into law the Tom Lantos
Block Burmese JADE (Junta’s Anti-Democratic Efforts) Act of 2008
(Pub. L. 110–286) (the “JADE Act”), which, among other things,
amended the BFDA to require a prohibition on the importation into
the United States of jadeite or rubies mined or extracted from Burma
and articles of jewelry containing such jadeite or rubies. Section
12.151 of the CBP regulations (Title 19, Code of Federal Regulations
(“CFR”) section 12.151) reflects this prohibition on the importation of
jadeite or rubies mined or extracted from Burma and articles of
jewelry containing such jadeite or rubies.
The BFDA, as amended by the JADE Act, required annual renewal,
which did not occur in 2013. As a result, the prohibition on the
importation of jadeite or rubies mined or extracted from Burma and
articles of jewelry containing jadeite or rubies mined or extracted
from Burma expired on July 28, 2013. On August 6, 2013, the President signed E.O. 13651, titled “Prohibiting Certain Imports of Burmese Jadeite and Rubies” (78 FR 48793), which revoked the sections
of E.O. 13310 imposing a prohibition on the importation into the
United States of any article that is a product of Burma. As a result,
there was no longer a general ban on importing into the United States
any article that is a product of Burma; however, the specific ban of
jadeite and rubies mined or extracted from Burma as well as articles
of jewelry containing jadeite or rubies mined or extracted from Burma
was reinstituted by E.O. 13651. Consequently, on August 23, 2016,
CBP published a final rule in the Federal Register (81 FR 57456)
amending the CBP regulations to update the relevant provisions to
reflect the import prohibitions set forth in E.O. 13651.
II. Termination of the Burmese Sanctions
On October 7, 2016, the President signed E.O. 13742, titled “Termination of Emergency With Respect to the Actions and Policies of
the Government of Burma” (81 FR 70593), which revoked, among
others, E.O. 13310 and 13651. The President found that the situation
that gave rise to the declaration of a national emergency with respect
to the actions and policies of the Government of Burma has been
significantly altered by Burma’s substantial advances in promoting
democracy, including historic elections that resulted in the formation
of a democratically elected, civilian-led government; the release of
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many political prisoners; and greater enjoyment of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, including freedom of expression and freedom
of association and peaceful assembly. As a result, President Obama
revoked all the Burmese sanctions. This was accomplished by revoking, among others, E.O. 13651, which prohibited the importation of
any jadeite or rubies mined or extracted from Burma as well as any
articles of jewelry containing jadeite or rubies mined or extracted
from Burma. As of October 7, 2016, CBP is no longer enforcing this
import prohibition. To reflect this, CBP is removing the relevant
provision, 19 CFR 12.151, from the CBP regulations.
III.

Statutory and Regulatory Requirements

A. Inapplicability of Public Notice and Delayed Effective Date
Requirements
Under section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) (5
U.S.C. 553), rulemaking generally requires prior notice and comment, and a 30-day delayed effective date, subject to specified exceptions. This document amends the regulations to remove 19 CFR
12.151 to reflect Executive Order 13742 of October 7, 2016, which
terminated the import prohibitions on Burmese articles. Since this
document removes a regulation that is no longer applicable or enforced by CBP in light of the Executive Order, CBP has determined it
is a nondiscretionary action and that, pursuant to the provisions of 5
U.S.C. 553(b)(B), prior public notice and comment procedures on this
regulation are impracticable, unnecessary, and contrary to the public
interest and that there is good cause for this rule to become effective
immediately upon publication. For these reasons, pursuant to the
provision of 5 U.S.C. 553(d)(3), CBP finds that there is good cause for
dispensing with a delayed effective date.
B. Executive Orders 13563 and 12866: Regulatory Planning and
Review
Executive Orders 13563 and 12866 direct agencies to assess the
costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives and, if regulation is necessary, to select regulatory approaches that maximize net
benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public health
and safety effects, distributive impacts, and equity). Executive Order
13563 emphasizes the importance of quantifying both costs and benefits, of reducing costs, of harmonizing rules, and of promoting flexibility. This rule is not a “significant regulatory action,” under section
3(f) of Executive Order 12866. Accordingly, the Office of Management
and Budget has not reviewed this regulation.
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C. Regulatory Flexibility Act
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), as amended by
the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement and Fairness Act of
1996, requires an agency to prepare and make available to the public
a regulatory flexibility analysis that describes the effect of a proposed
rule on small entities (i.e., small businesses, small organizations, and
small governmental jurisdictions) when the agency is required to
publish a general notice of proposed rulemaking for a rule. As a notice
of proposed rulemaking is not necessary for this rule, CBP is not
required to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis for this rule.
D.

Signing Authority

This regulation is being issued in accordance with 19 CFR 0.1(a)(1)
pertaining to the Secretary of the Treasury’s authority (or that of his
delegate) to approve regulations related to certain customs revenue
functions.
List of Subjects in 19 CFR Part 12
Customs duties and inspection, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.
Amendments to the Regulations
For the reasons set forth in the preamble, part 12 of title 19 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (19 CFR part 12) is amended as set forth
below.
PART 12—SPECIAL CLASSES OF MERCHANDISE
■ 1. The general authority citation for part 12 continues to read as
follows:
Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301; 19 U.S.C. 66, 1202 (General Note 3(i),
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS)), 1624.
*

*

*

*

*

■ 2.

The specific authority citation for § 12.151 is removed.

§ 12.151 [Removed and Reserved]
■ 3.

Remove and reserve § 12.151.

Dated: October 25, 2017.
KEVIN K. MCALEENAN,
Acting Commissioner,
U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
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Approved:
TIMOTHY E. SKUD,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
[Published in the Federal Register, October 30, 2017 (82 FR 50070)]
◆

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
19 CFR PARTS 24 AND 111
CBP DEC. 17–16
RIN 1515–AE25
PROCEDURES TO ADJUST CUSTOMS COBRA USER FEES
TO REFLECT INFLATION
AGENCY: U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Department of
Homeland Security; Department of the Treasury.
ACTION: Final rule.
SUMMARY: This document adopts as a final rule, with changes, the
amendments proposed to the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) regulations to reflect that customs user fees and limitations
established by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(COBRA) will be adjusted for inflation in accordance with the Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act).
DATES: Effective November 1, 2017.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Bruce Ingalls,
Director—Revenue
Division,
317–298–1107,
bruce.ingalls@
cbp.dhs.gov;
or
Tina
Ghiladi,
Director—Fee
Strategy,
Communications, and Integration, 202–344–3722, tina.ghiladi@
cbp.dhs.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
On December 4, 2015, the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation
Act (FAST Act, Pub. L. 114–94) was signed into law. Section 32201 of
the FAST Act amends section 13031 of the Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985 (19 U.S.C. 58c) by requiring certain customs COBRA user fees and corresponding limitations
to be adjusted by the Secretary of the Treasury (Secretary) to reflect
certain increases in inflation. The specific fees and corresponding
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limitations to be adjusted for inflation are set forth in Appendix A and
Appendix B of part 24 in this final rule and include the commercial
vessel arrival fees, commercial truck arrival fees, railroad car arrival
fees, private vessel arrival fees, private aircraft arrival fees, commercial aircraft and vessel passenger arrival fees, dutiable mail fees,
customs broker permit user fees, barges and other bulk carriers
arrival fees, and merchandise processing fees as well as the corresponding limitations. (19 U.S.C. 58c(a) and (b)). Further, the FAST
Act includes a particular measure of inflation for these purposes and
special rules when considering adjustments.
According to the FAST Act, the customs COBRA user fees and
limitations were to be adjusted on April 1, 2016, and at the beginning
of each fiscal year to reflect the percent increase (if any) in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the preceding 12-month period compared to the CPI for fiscal year 2014. The statute permits the Secretary to ignore any CPI increase of less than one (1) percent from the
time of the previous adjustment. As a result, if the increase in the CPI
since the previous adjustment is less than one (1) percent, the Secretary has discretion to determine whether the fees should be adjusted.
On June 15, 2016, CBP published a notice in the Customs Bulletin
announcing the April 2016 determination that no adjustment to the
customs COBRA user fees and limitations was necessary based on the
FAST Act provision as the increase of the CPI was less than one (1)
percent. (Customs Bulletin, Vol. 50, No. 24, p. 13). CBP published a
second notice in the Customs Bulletin on December 7, 2016, announcing that, based on a less than one (1) percent increase in inflation, no
adjustment was necessary for fiscal year 2017. (Customs Bulletin Vol.
50, No. 49, p. 4).
Proposed Rule
On July 17, 2017, CBP published a notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) in the Federal Register (82 FR 32661) proposing to amend
title 19 of the Code of Federal Regulations (19 CFR) to set forth the
methodology for determining the required adjustments. The FAST
Act specifies that the customs COBRA user fees and corresponding
limitations should be adjusted to reflect the percentage of the increase (if any) in the average of the CPI for the preceding 12-month
period compared to the CPI for fiscal year 2014. CBP determined that
the 12-month period for comparison will be June through May. This
timeframe was proposed to allow for sufficient notice to the public of
any adjustments prior to any changes becoming effective for each
fiscal year.
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The FAST Act further requires the Secretary to round the amount
of any increase in the CPI to the nearest dollar. The rounding requirement applies to the difference in the CPI from the comparison
year to the current year when determining whether an adjustment is
necessary. As written, the rounding requirement does not apply to the
fee amount resulting from any adjustment. As noted above, if the
difference in the CPI since the last adjustment is less than one (1)
percent, the Secretary may elect not to adjust the fees and limitations. The statute requires CBP to use the Consumer Price Index—
All Urban Consumers, U.S. All items, 1982–84 (CPI–U) which can be
found on the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Web site: www.bls.gov/cpi/. The proposed rule provided that CBP’s
Office of Finance will determine annually whether an adjustment to
the fees and limitations is necessary and a notice specifying the
amount of the fees and limitations will be published in the Federal
Register for each fiscal year at least 30 days prior to the effective
date of the new fees and limitations.
Technical Corrections
In addition, CBP proposed technical updates to paragraph (g) of 19
CFR 24.22 to reflect the elimination of the user fee exemption for
passengers arriving from Canada, Mexico or one of the adjacent
islands pursuant to the United States— Colombia Trade Promotion
Agreement Implementation Act. (Colombia TPA, Pub. L. 112–42, October 21, 2011). Section 601 of the Colombia TPA amended 19 U.S.C.
58c(b)(1)(A)(i) to limit the fee exemption exclusively to passengers
whose journey originated in a territory or possession of the United
States, or originated in the United States and was limited to the
territories and possessions of the United States. (19 U.S.C.
58c(b)(1)(A)(i)). Since the law became effective on November 5,
2011,CBP has been collecting only the non-exempt user fees. In accordance with the statute, CBP is removing the exemption for passengers arriving from Canada, Mexico, or one of the adjacent islands,
from the regulations found in paragraphs (g)(1)(i), (g)(1)(i)(A),
(g)(1)(i)(B), (g)(1)(ii), (g)(1)(iii), (g)(2)(i), the chart in paragraph
(g)(2)(iv), and the collection procedures in paragraphs (g)(4)(ii)(A),
(g)(4)(ii)(B), (g)(4)(ii)(C), (g)(4)(iii)(A), (g)(4)(iii)(B), and (g)(4)(iii)(C).
(19 CFR 24.22(g)). CBP is also removing the definition of “adjacent
islands” from paragraph (g)(1)(iii) as references to adjacent islands
have been removed from paragraph (g). (19 CFR 24.22(g)). Additionally, CBP is amending paragraph (g)(2)(iii) to clarify that journeys
between ports in the United States are not subject to the fee. (19 CFR
24.22(g)(2)(iii)).
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Upon further review, CBP determined that certain technical corrections that were proposed needed further clarification.
Specifically, CBP has determined that paragraph (g)(1)(i) needs to
be revised to more clearly identify when a fee is charged based on the
arrival of a passenger aboard a commercial vessel or aircraft from one
of the territories or possessions of the United States. Paragraph
(g)(1)(i) is re-organized for clarity to provide for the three exceptions
to the general rule stated in paragraph (g)(1)(i).
In paragraph (g)(1)(ii), CBP has determined that its proposed wording was incorrect. Instead, CBP is retaining current paragraph
(g)(1)(ii) with revisions to remove the references to Canada, Mexico
and the adjacent islands and adding the phrase that the fee amount
is subject to adjustment by the terms of paragraph (k) of this section.
Further, the user fee chart in paragraph (g)(2) is intended as a tool
to assist readers understand the application of the fee structure laid
out in 19 U.S.C. 58c and 19 CFR 24.22(g)(1). The chart as proposed in
the NPRM contained two errors and did not accurately reflect the
existing statutory and regulatory rules. The chart is being amended
to reflect “No fee” for aircraft arriving from a specified location regardless of where the journey originates. Additionally, the chart
found in paragraph (g)(2) is corrected as the fees for vessels arriving
from a specified location with a journey either originating in a place
other than a specified location or the United States, or originating in
the United States including travel to at least one place other than a
Specified Location, were mistakenly changed from $1.93 to $5.50.
These two fees will remain at $1.93 but will include the amendments
adding the reference to paragraph (k).
In paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(A), the words “in and arrives” are no longer
being removed because they are necessary to prevent charging for
passengers whose journey may not have originated from a territory or
possession of the United States but who are arriving from a territory
or possession. Paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(B) is amended for greater clarity
and accuracy by replacing the phrase at the end of the proposed text,
“outside the United States” with “other than the territories and possessions of the United States.” This also makes the language consistent with that found in the following paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(C). Paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(C) is also amended for clarity by replacing the
proposed phrase “outside the United States, unless that passenger’s
journey originated” with “other than one of the territories or possessions of the United States, is processed by CBP, and the journey does
not originate.”
In paragraph (g)(4)(iii)(A), the word “from” after the words “the
customs territory of the United States” is retained and the proposed
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new phrase “that originated in” will not be included. This retains the
existing regulatory text while removing the references to Canada,
Mexico and the adjacent islands. Similar changes are made to paragraph (g)(4)(iii)(B), so that the existing regulatory text is retained and
only the references to Canada, Mexico and the adjacent islands are
removed.
In paragraph (g)(4)(iii)(C), CBP will not adopt the proposed new
text reading, “a place outside the United States and that passenger’s
journey originated in” and will instead retain the existing regulatory
text while removing the references to Canada and Mexico or adjacent
islands.
Finally, in the chart found in new Appendix A to Part 24, the
description of the Commercial Vessel Passenger Arrival Fee is
amended by removing the references to Canada and Mexico or adjacent islands from the parenthetical.
The notice of proposed rulemaking requested public comments. The
public comment period closed on August 16, 2017, and five comments
were received.
Discussion of Comments
Five comments were received in response to the notice of proposed
rulemaking.
Comment: Two commenters requested additional notice time beyond the 30 days proposed stating that 30 days notice would be
insufficient to make the necessary internal operational adjustments.
CBP Response: In response to the commenters’ concern over the
amount of time necessary to operationally prepare for adjusted fees,
CBP will increase the notice time from 30 days to 60 days in the final
rule.
Comment: One commenter questioned a step in CBP’s methodology
for calculating the inflation adjustment, specifically, that the agency
proposed to round the difference between the CPI for the current year
and the CPI for the comparison year. The commenter disagrees with
CBP’s methodology because 19 U.S.C. 58c(l)(2)(A) directs the Secretary to “round the amount of any increase in the Consumer Price
Index to the nearest dollar[.]” According to the commenter, CBP’s
methodology is incorrect because the CPI is not expressed in dollars.
As a result, the commenter concludes that Congress must have intended for the actual fee and limitation amounts to be rounded to the
nearest dollar instead.
CBP Response: CBP disagrees. Congress makes its intent known
through the statutory text and here expressly instructed the Secretary to round the amount of any increase in the Consumer Price Index
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to the nearest dollar. See 19 U.S.C. 58c(l)(2)(A). Moreover, the statute
clearly states that the Secretary may ignore any such increase of less
than 1 percent. See 19 U.S.C. 58c(l)(2)(B). “Such increase” plainly
refers to the increase in the CPI referenced in the sentence above.
There is nothing in the statute that explicitly states that Congress
intended for the actual fee and limitation amounts to be rounded.
More broadly, throughout the statute, the terms “fees and limitations” and “CPI” are used in different locations, which ordinarily
means that they are to be given distinct meanings and are not interchangeable terms.
In addition, the overarching intent of this statutory provision was
to keep the COBRA fee and limitation amounts consistent with inflation. Rounding the fees and limitations to the nearest whole dollar
amount would in some cases result in fee and limitation amounts that
would far exceed the pace of inflation.
Lastly, while CBP acknowledges that the CPI is typically expressed
as an index number rather than a dollar amount, as the CPI measures changes in prices, it is closely related to dollars and the Bureau
of Labor Statistics has published materials explaining how to interpret the CPI in dollars. See, e.g., United States Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, BLS Handbook of Methods, Chapter 17,
CPI Publication, Indexes, available at https://www.bls.gov/opub/
hom/pdf/homch17.pdf (last visited August 18, 2017) (explaining
that, in the case of an increase in the CPI from 100 to 233.596, “[o]ne
interpretation of this is that a representative set of consumer items
that cost $100 in 1982–84 would have cost $233.60 in July 2013.”);
United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index—July 2017, Technical Note, available at https://
www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/cpi_08112017.pdf (last visited
August 18, 2017) (explaining that an increase in the CPI from 100 to
107 “can also be expressed as the price of a base period market basket
of goods and services rising from $100 to $107”).
Therefore, consistent with basic tenets of statutory interpretation,
CBP’s reading as articulated in the NPRM gives meaning to the plain
language of the text. As Congress chose not to direct CBP to round the
fees, but rather to round the CPI, and since the CPI is closely related
to dollars, CBP believes that this interpretation is the best way to
give meaning to the text as written. There is no need to render
irrelevant Congress’s explicit direction to round the difference in the
CPI and to express such a difference in dollars, as urged by the
commenter.
Finally, while CBP believes that the language of the FAST Act
pertaining to rounding does not apply to the fee amounts, CBP has
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determined that it has separate authority to adjust the fee amount in
the unique situation of the commercial truck fee for efficient processing purposes for both the public and the agency. The statute requires
only that the fee and limitation amounts be adjusted “to reflect” the
percentage change in inflation. The ordinary meaning of the word
reflect is to “[e]mbody or represent (something) in a faithful or appropriate way.” See Reflect, Oxford Dictionaries, https://
en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/reflect (Last visited October 2,
2017). Unlike nearly all of the other instances where COBRA user
fees are collected, the commercial truck fee is regularly paid in cash
at an inspection booth. Cash collection at the port of entry is a
manual, burdensome, and time-consuming process. Making change
in pennies, given the enormous amount of cash user fee payments
made daily at the land border primary inspection booth, would dramatically slow down the clearance of vehicles and increase fuel costs
and carbon emissions as a result of idling in long lines. Accordingly,
CBP has determined that this fee set forth in paragraph (c) of § 24.22
will be adjusted to the nearest lower nickel ($0.05). (19 CFR 24.22(c)).
Commercial truck fees adjusted to the nearest lower nickel therefore
still appropriately reflect the change in inflation as required by the
statute but also alleviate the hardship of making change in pennies at
the primary inspection booth and allow for faster processing and
clearance of commercial trucks.
Comment: One commenter noted that the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) may revise the CPI–U figures periodically. As such, stating
a definite figure in the CBP regulations may result in an incorrect
calculation if the CPI–U for FY14 is subsequently adjusted. The
commenter suggested replacing the numeric figure with a reference
to the arithmetic average of the CPI–U for FY14.
CBP Response: CBP agrees and will make the suggested change to
paragraph (k)(2)(ii) of § 24.22 in the final rule. (19 CFR 24.22(k)).
Comment: Two commenters requested that CBP reconsider the
index used to measure the change in inflation. Both suggested that
CBP use the “All items less food and energy” index as opposed to the
CPI–U. The basis for their suggestion is that food and energy prices
are relatively volatile and that the index excluding them represents
the “core” or “underlying” rate of inflation and better reflects the costs
of business administration activities.
CBP Response: CBP agrees that the commenters’ suggested measure of inflation would lead to less volatility in fee amounts. However,
the statutory language specifically requires that we use the CPI–U,
so we are not able to revise the methodology according to the commenters’ suggestion.
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Comment: Two commenters viewed the proposal as an opportunity
to correct what they view as the double assessment of processing fees
when express consignment carrier and centralized hub facilities are
used. Both acknowledged that the language at issue found in §
24.23(b)(4)(i) of the CBP Regulations (19 CFR 24.23) is only revised to
reflect the addition of the reference to new paragraph (k); however,
they argue that assessing the $1 express consignment carrier and
centralized hub facilities fee adjusted by inflation for formal entries
amounts to double assessment of the merchandise processing fee.
They state that if a formal entry is presented to CBP, the $1 express
consignment carrier and centralized hub facilities fee should not be
assessed as the importer will pay the appropriate MPF with the entry
summary as required and that paying the $1 express consignment
carrier and centralized hub facilities fee and the ad valorem MPF
assesses the same fee twice on a single entry.
CBP Response: The fee set forth in paragraph 24.23(b)(4)(i) of section 24 is required by statute. (19 U.S.C. 58c(b)(9)(A)(ii)). Any changes
to the fees themselves are beyond the scope of this rulemaking.
Conclusion
Based on the comments received and further review of the proposed
technical corrections, CBP has decided to adopt as final the proposed
amendments published in the Federal Register (82 FR 32661) on
July 17, 2017, with the following three changes as well as the changes
to the proposed technical changes discussed above. Specifically, in the
introductory paragraphs to §§ 24.22 and 24.23 (19 CFR 24.22 and
24.23) and in paragraph (k)(1) of § 24.22 (19 CFR 24.22(k)(1)), CBP
extended the timeframe for publishing notice specifying the amount
of the fees and limitations from at least 30 days prior to the effective
date to at least 60 days prior to the effective date of the new fees and
limitations. Second, in paragraph (k)(2)(ii) of § 24.22, CBP removed
the figure 236.009, stated to be the arithmethic average of the CPI–U
for FY 2014 and replaced it with an instruction to calculate the
arithmethic average of the CPI–U for FY 2014. Finally, in paragraph
(c)(1) of § 24.22, CBP inserted language to adjust the fee for commercial trucks down to the nearest lower $0.05 in order to minimize the
burden of making change in the primary inspection booth at the port
of entry.
Announcement of Adjusted Fees
In accordance with this final rule, CBP is also publishing a separate
notice in the Federal Register announcing the customs COBRA
user fees and limitations as adjusted for fiscal year 2018.
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Inapplicability of Delayed Effective Date
Section 553(d) of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) generally
provides that a rule may not take effect earlier than thirty (30) days
after it is published in the Federal Register. One of the exceptions
from this general rule is when there is good cause to make the rule
effective sooner. As this rule provides that CBP will publish a separate notice in the Federal Register providing 60 days-notice before
inflation adjustments to the fees required by the FAST Act are imposed, there is a self-contained delayed effective date within the rule.
Accordingly, CBP finds good cause in accordance with 5 U.S.C.
553(d)(3) to waive the 30-day delayed effective date requirement for
the rule.
Executive Orders 12866, 13563 and 13771
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563 direct agencies to assess the
costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives and, if regulation is necessary, to select regulatory approaches that maximize net
benefits (including potential economic, environmental, public health
and safety effects, distributive impacts, and equity). Executive Order
13563 emphasizes the importance of quantifying both costs and benefits, of reducing costs, of harmonizing rules, and of promoting flexibility. This final rule has not been designated a “significant regulatory action,” under section 3(f) of Executive Order 12866. Accordingly,
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has not reviewed this
rule. This rule is not an Executive Order 13771 regulatory action
because this rule is not significant under Executive Order 12866.
Regulatory Flexibility Act
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), as amended by
the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement and Fairness Act of
1996, requires agencies to assess the impact of regulations on small
entities. A small entity may be a small business (defined as any
independently owned and operated business not dominant in its field
that qualifies as a small business per the Small Business Act); a small
not-for-profit organization; or a small governmental jurisdiction (locality with fewer than 50,000 people).
This rule will affect a combination of individuals and businesses.
While most of the businesses that pay the customs COBRA user fees
are large corporations, the rule affects all businesses that pay these
fees, so this rule will affect a substantial number of small entities.
However, the impact will be small and in line with inflation; for
example, with the current inflation since the base year, the commercial truck fee will increase by 15 cents. Therefore, CBP certifies that
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this rule will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities.
Paperwork Reduction Act
In accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (Pub. L.
104–13, 44 U.S.C. 3507) an agency may not conduct, and a person is
not required to respond to, a collection of information unless the
collection of information displays a valid control number assigned by
OMB. This rule does not involve any collection of information.
Signing Authority
This regulation is being issued in accordance with 19 CFR 0.1(a)(1)
pertaining to the Secretary of the Treasury’s authority (or that of his
delegate) to approve regulations related to certain customs revenue
functions.
List of Subjects
19 CFR Part 24
Accounting, Claims, Customs duties and inspection, Harbors, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Taxes.
19 CFR Part 111
Administrative practice and procedure, Brokers, Customs duties
and inspection, Penalties, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements
Amendments to the CBP Regulations
For the reasons stated above, parts 24 and 111 of title 19 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (19 CFR parts 24 and 111) are amended as set
forth below.
PART

24—CUSTOMS

FINANCIAL
PROCEDURE

AND

ACCOUNTING

■ 1. The general authority citation for part 24 continues to read as
follows, the specific authority citation for § 24.22 is added, and the
specific authority citation for § 24.23 is revised to read as follows
Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301; 19 U.S.C. 58a–58c, 66, 1202 (General
Note 3(i), Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States), 1505,
1520, 1624; 26 U.S.C. 4461, 4462; 31 U.S.C. 3717, 9701; Pub. L.
107–296, 116 Stat. 2135 (6 U.S.C. 1 et seq.).
*

*

*

*

*
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Section 24.22 also issued under Sec. 892, Pub. L. 108–357, 118 Stat.
1418 (19 U.S.C. 58c); Sec. 32201, Pub. L. 114–94, 129 Stat. 1312 (19
U.S.C. 58c).
Section 24.23 also issued under 19 U.S.C. 3332; Sec. 892, Pub. L.
108–357, 118 Stat. 1418 (19 U.S.C. 58c); Sec. 32201, Pub. L. 114–94,
129 Stat. 1312 (19 U.S.C. 58c).
*

*

*

*

*

■ 2.

In § 24.22:

■ a.

Add introductory introductory text;

■ b. Paragraph (b)(1)(i) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,” after the words “amount of $437”;
■ c. Paragraph (b)(1)(ii) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,” after the words “total of $5,955 in fees”;
■ d. Paragraph (b)(2)(i) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,” after the words “fee of $110”;
■ e. Paragraph (b)(2)(ii) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,” after the words “$1,500 in fees”;
■ f.

Paragraphs (c)(1) and (2) are revised;

■ g. Paragraph (c)(3) is amended by adding the words “of the $100
CBP fee, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of
this section, and the APHIS/AQI fee set forth in 7 CFR 354.3” between the words “Prepayment” and “must be made” in the second
sentence;
■ h. Paragraph (d)(1) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,”
after the words “fee of $8.25”;
■ i. Paragraph (d)(2) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,”
after the words “prepayment of $100”; and
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■ j. Paragraph (d)(3) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,”
after the words “fee of $100”;
■ k. Paragraph (e)(1) is amended by adding the words, as adjusted
in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,” after
the words “sum of $27.50; and
■ l. Paragraph (e)(2) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section”
to the end of the first sentence after the word “section”;
■ m. Paragraph (f) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted
in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section” after the
words “amount of $5.50”;
■ n.

Paragraph (g)(1)(i) through (iii) are revised;

■ o. Paragraph (g)(2)(i) is amended by removing the text “Canada,
Mexico, any” between the words “means” and “territories”, and removing the text “, and any adjacent islands” after the words “United
States”;
■ p. Paragraph (g)(2)(iii) is amended by adding the words “and/or
the United States” after the words “Specified Location”;
■ q.

The table in paragraph (g)(2)(iv) is revised;

■ r. Paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(A) is amended by removing the words
“Canada, Mexico,” between the words “other than” and “one of the
territories, and removing the words “, or an adjacent island” from the
end of the sentence;
■ s. Paragraphs (g)(4)(ii)(B) and (C) are revised;
■ t. Paragraph (g)(4)(iii)(A) is amended by removing the words
“Canada, Mexico,” between the words “United States” and “one of the
territories”, and removing the comma and the words “or an adjacent
island” from the end of the paragraph;
■ u. Paragraph (g)(4)(iii)(B) is amended by removing the words
“Canada, Mexico,” between the words “from” and “one”, and removing
the comma and the words “or an adjacent island” following the words
“United States” at the end of the sentence;
■ v.

Paragraph (g)(4)(iii)(C) is revised;
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■ w. Paragraph (g)(5)(v) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section,” after the words “vessel passenger fee” in each place that they
appear;
■ x.

Paragraph (h) is revised;

■ y. Paragraph (i)(7) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section”
after the words “commercial aircraft passengers”;
■ z. Paragraph (i)(8) is amended by adding the words “, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of this section”
after the words “commercial vessel passengers”; and
■ aa. Paragraph (k) is added.
The revisions and additions read as follows:
§ 24.22 Fees for certain services.
This section sets forth the terms and conditions for when the fees
and corresponding limitations for certain services are required. The
specific customs user fee amounts and corresponding limitations that
appear in this section are not the actual fees or limitations but
represent the base year amounts that are subject to adjustment each
fiscal year in accordance with the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) using Fiscal Year 2014 as the base year for
comparison. (See Appendix A to part 24 for a table setting forth the
fees and limitations subject to adjustment along with the corresponding statutory authority, the regulatory citation, the name of the fee or
limitation, and the Fiscal Year 2014 base amount which reflects the
statutory amounts that were adjusted by the American Jobs Creation
Act of 2004 (Pub. L. 108–357).) The methodology for adjusting the fees
and limitations to reflect the percentage, if any, of the increase in the
average of the Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consumers, U.S. All
items, 1982–84 (CPI–U) for the preceding 12-month period (June
through May) compared to the Consumer Price Index for fiscal year
2014 is set forth in paragraph (k) of this section. CBP will determine
annually whether an adjustment to the fees and limitations is necessary and a notice specifying the amount of the fees and limitations
will be published in the Federal Register annually for each fiscal
year at least 60 days prior to the effective date of the new fees and
limitations. The fees and the limitations will also be maintained for
the public’s convenience on the CBP Web site at www.cbp.gov. If a
customs user has pre-paid or met the calendar year limit prior to the
effective date of the new fees and limitations, no additional fees will
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be required for that calendar year. If the customs user has not prepaid or met the calendar year limit prior to the effective date of the
new fees and limitations, the customs user will be subject to the
adjusted limitation or prepayment amount.
*

*

*

*

*

(c) Fees for arrival of a commercial truck—(1) Fees. The fees for the
arrival of a commercial truck consist of two separate fees. A CBP fee
of $5.50, as adjusted by the terms of paragraph (k) of this section, but
if the adjusted amount is not evenly divided by 0.05 (e.g., $5.74) then
adjusted down to the next lower $0.05 (e.g., $5.70), and an Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service/Agricultural Quarantine Inspection
(APHIS/AQI) fee set forth in 7 CFR 354.3 for the services provided
that CBP collects on behalf of APHIS. Upon arrival at a CBP port of
entry, the driver or other person in charge of a commercial truck must
tender the fees to CBP unless they have been prepaid as provided for
in paragraph (c)(3) of this section. The fees will not apply to any
commercial truck which, at the time of arrival, is being transported
by any vessel other than a ferry. For purposes of this paragraph, the
term “commercial truck” means any self-propelled vehicle, including
an empty vehicle or a truck cab without a trailer, which is designed
and used for the transportation of commercial merchandise or for the
transportation of non-commercial merchandise on a for-hire basis.
(2) CBP fee limitation. No CBP fee will be collected under paragraph (c)(1) of this section for the arrival of a commercial truck during
any calendar year once a prepayment of $100, as adjusted by the
terms of paragraph (k) of this section, has been made and a transponder has been affixed to the vehicle windshield as provided in paragraph (c)(3) of this section.
*

*

*

*

*

(g) * * *
(1) * * *
(i) Subject to paragraphs (g)(1)(ii) and (g)(3) of this section, a fee of
$5.50, as adjusted by the terms of paragraph (k) of this section, must
be collected and remitted to CBP for services provided in connection
with the arrival of each passenger aboard a commercial vessel or
commercial aircraft from a place outside the United States except:
(A) When the journey of the arriving passenger originates in a
territory or possession of the United States;
(B) When the journey of the arriving passenger originates in the
United States and was limited to the territories and possessions of
the United States; or
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(C) When arriving from one of the territories or possessions of the
United States.
(ii) Subject to paragraph (g)(3) of this section, a fee of $1.93, as
adjusted by the terms of paragraph (k) of this section, must be collected and remitted to CBP for services provided in connection with
the arrival of each passenger aboard a commercial vessel from a
territory or possession of the United States, regardless of whether the
journey of the arriving passenger originates in a place outside the
United States or in the United States.
(iii) For the purposes of this paragraph (g), the term “territories
and possessions of the United States” includes American Samoa,
Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
*

*

*
*
(2) * * *
(iv) * * *

*

*

Place where
journey originates (see
(g)(1)(iv))

Fee status for arrival from
SL
Vessel

Aircraft

Vessel

SL .................

$1.93, as adjusted by the
terms of
paragraph (k)
of this section.

No fee ....

No fee ............

No fee

Other than
SL or U.S.

$1.93, as adjusted by the
terms of
paragraph (k)
of this section.

No fee ....

$5.50, as adjusted by the
terms of
paragraph (k)
of this section.

$5.50, as adjusted by the
terms of paragraph (k) of
this section

U.S. ...............

$1.93, as adjusted by the
terms of
paragraph (k)
of this section.

No fee ....

N/A .................

N/A

U.S. ...............

$1.93, as adjusted by the
terms of
paragraph (k)
of this section.

No fee ....

$5.50, as adjusted by the
terms $5.50,
as adjusted
by the terms
of paragraph
(k) of this
section.

$5.50, as adjusted by the
terms $5.50, as
adjusted by the
terms of paragraph (k) of
this section

*
*
(4) * * *
(ii) * * *

*

*

Fee status for arrival from other
than SL
Aircraft
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(B) When a return ticket or travel document is issued (or a receipt
or other document that indicates an infant traveling without a return
ticket or travel document is issued) in connection with a journey
which originates in the United States, includes a stop in a place other
than one of the territories and possessions of the United States and
the return arrival to the United States is from a place other than the
territories and possessions of the United States; and
(C) When a passenger on a journey through the United States to
a foreign destination arrives in the customs territory of the United
States from a place other than one of the territories or possessions of
the United States, is processed by CBP, and the journey does not
originate in the territories and possessions of the United States.
(iii) * * *
(C) When a passenger on a journey through the United States to
a foreign destination arrives in the customs territory of the United
States from one of the territories and possessions of the United States
and is processed by CBP.
*

*

*

*

*

(h) Annual customs broker permit user fee. Customs brokers are
subject to an annual user fee of $138, as adjusted by the terms of
paragraph (k) of this section, for each district permit and for a national permit held by an individual, partnership, association, or corporation. The annual user fee for each district permit must be submitted to the port through which the broker was granted the permit.
The annual user fee for a national permit must be submitted to the
port through which the broker’s license is delivered.
*

*

*

*

*

(k) Adjustment for inflation of Customs Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) user fees—
(1) Fee amounts. CBP will determine annually whether an adjustment to the fees and limitations is necessary and a notice specifying
the amount of the fees and limitations, as adjusted, will be published
in the Federal Register annually for each fiscal year at least 60 days
prior to the effective date of the new fees and limitations. The fee and
limitation amounts will also be maintained for the public’s convenience on the CBP Web site at www.cbp.gov.
(2) Methodology for annual adjustments of fees and limitation
amounts for inflation. CBP will determine the adjustments, if any, by
making the following calculations:
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(i) Calculate the arithmetic average of the Consumer Price
Index—All Urban Consumers, U.S. All items, 1982–84 = 100 (CPI–U)
for the current year based on the most recent June-May period. This
figure is referred to as (A).
(ii) Calculate the arithmetic average of the CPI–U for FY 2014.
This figure is referred to as (B).
(iii) State the arithmetic average of CPI–U for the comparison
year which will be either (B) if the fees have never been adjusted in
accordance with this paragraph (k), or the arithmetic average of the
CPI–U for the last year in which fees were adjusted in accordance
with this paragraph (k) as set forth in the Federal Register notice
that last adjusted the fee. This figure is referred to as (C).
(iv) Calculate the difference between the arithmetic averages of
the CPI–U of the comparison year (C) and the current year (A). This
difference is referred to as (D). (D) = (A) – (C).
(v) Round the difference (D) to the nearest whole number. This
figure is referred to as (E).
(vi) Calculate the percentage change in the arithmetic averages of
the CPI–U of the comparison year (C) and the current year (A) which
is referred to as (F). (F) = ((E) ÷ (C)) × 100%.
(vii) If (F) is one percent or more, proceed to the next step (viii). If
(F) is less than one percent, no adjustment will be made.
(viii) Calculate the difference in the arithmetic average of the
CPI–U between the current year (the most recent June through May
period) and the base year (FY 2014). This difference is referred to as
(G). (G) = (A) – (B).
(ix) Calculate the percentage change in the CPI–U from the base
year to the current year. This figure is referred to as (H). (H) = ((G) ÷
(B)) × 100%.
(x) Increase the fees and limitations that are subject to the rules
of this paragraph by (H), calculating fees and limitations to the
second decimal.
■ 3.

In § 24.23:

■ a.

Add introductory text;

■ b. Paragraph (b)(1)(i)(A) is amended by adding the words, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part,” after
the words “$1.00 per individual air waybill or bill of lading fee”;
■ c. Paragraph (b)(1)(i)(B) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part,” after
the amounts “$485” and “$25”;
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■ d. Paragraph (b)(1)(ii) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part,” after
the words “surcharge of $3”;
■ e. Paragraph (b)(2)(i) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part,” after
the amount “$2”;
■ f. Paragraph (b)(2)(ii) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part,” after
the amount “$6”;
■ g. Paragraph (b)(2)(iii) is amended by adding the words “, as
adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part,” after
the amount “$9”; and
■ h.

Paragraph (b)(4) is revised.

The addition and revision read as follows:
§ 24.23 Fees for processing merchandise.
This section sets forth the terms and conditions for when the fees
for processing merchandise are required. The specific merchandise
processing fee amounts and corresponding limitations that appear in
this section are not the actual fees or limitations, but represent the
base year amounts that are subject to adjustment each fiscal year in
accordance with the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act
(FAST Act) using Fiscal Year 2014 as the base year for comparison.
(See Appendix B to part 24 for a table setting forth the fees and
limitations subject to adjustment along with the corresponding statutory authority, the regulatory citation, the name of the fee or limitation, and the Fiscal Year 2014 base amount which reflects the statutory amounts that were adjusted by the American Jobs Creation Act
of 2004 (Pub. L. 108–357).) The methodology for adjusting the fees
and limitations to reflect the percentage, if any, of the increase in the
average of the Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consumers, U.S. All
items, 1982–84 (CPI–U) for the preceding 12-month period (June
through May) compared to the Consumer Price Index for fiscal year
2014 is set forth in § 24.22(k) of this part. CBP will determine
annually whether an adjustment to the fees and limitations is necessary and a notice specifying the amount of the fees and limitations
will be published in the Federal Register annually for each fiscal
year at least 60 days prior to the effective date of the new fees and
limitations. The fees and the limitations will also be maintained for
the public’s convenience on the CBP Web site at www.cbp.gov.
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*

*

*

*

(b) * * *
(4) Express consignment carrier and centralized hub facilities—(i)
General. Each carrier or operator using an express consignment carrier facility or a centralized hub facility must pay to CBP a fee in the
amount of $1.00, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of paragraph (k) of § 24.22 of this chapter, per individual air waybill or
individual bill of lading for the processing of airway bills for shipments arriving in the United States. In addition, if merchandise is
formally entered and valued at $2,500 or less, the importer of record
must pay to CBP the ad valorem fee specified in paragraph (b)(1) of
this section, if applicable. An individual air waybill or individual bill
of lading is the individual document issued by the carrier or operator
for transporting and/ or tracking an individual item, letter, package,
envelope, record, document, or shipment. An individual air waybill is
not a consolidation of several air waybills, and is not a master bill or
other consolidated document. An individual air waybill or bill of
lading is a bill representing an individual shipment that has its own
unique bill number and tracking number, where the shipment is
assigned to a single ultimate consignee, and no lower bill unit exists.
Payment must be made to CBP on a quarterly basis and must cover
the individual fees for all subject transactions that occurred during a
calendar quarter.
(ii) Maximum and minimum fees. Subject to the provisions of
paragraph (b)(1)(i)(A) and (b)(4) of this section relating to the express
consignment carrier facility or centralized hub facility fee, the fee per
individual air waybill or bill of lading charged under paragraph
(b)(1)(i)(A) of this section must not exceed $1, as adjusted in accordance with the terms of § 24.22(k) of this part, and must not be less
than $0.35, as adjusted by § 24.22(k) of this part.
(iii) Quarterly payments. The following additional requirements
and conditions apply to each quarterly payment made under this
section:
(A) The quarterly payment must conform to the requirements of §
24.1 of this part, must be submitted electronically via Fedwire or
pay.gov, or mailed to Customs and Border Protection, Revenue
Division/Attention: Reimbursables, 6650 Telecom Drive, Suite 100,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46278, and must be received by CBP no later
than the last day of the month that follows the close of the calendar
quarter to which the payment relates.
(B) The following information must be included with the quarterly
payment:
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(1) The identity of the calendar quarter to which the payment
relates;
(2) The identity of the facility for which the payment is made and
the port code that applies to that location and, if the payment covers
multiple facilities, the identity of each facility and its port code and
the portion of the payment that pertains to each port code; and
(3) The total number of individual air waybills and individual bills
of lading covered by the payment, and a breakdown of that total for
each facility covered by the payment according to the number covered
by formal entry procedures, the number covered by informal entry
procedures specified in §§ 128.24(e) and 143.23(j) of this chapter, and
the number covered by other informal entry procedures.
(C) Overpayments or underpayments may be accounted for by an
explanation in, and adjustment of, the next due quarterly payment to
CBP. In the case of an overpayment or underpayment that is not
accounted for by an adjustment of the next due quarterly payment to
CBP, the following procedures apply:
(1) In the case of an overpayment, the carrier or operator may
request a refund by writing to Customs and Border Protection, Revenue Division/Attention: Reimbursables, 6650 Telecom Drive, Suite
100, Indianapolis, Indiana 46278. The refund request must specify
the grounds for the refund and must be received by CBP within one
year of the date the fee for which the refund is sought was paid to
CBP; and
(2) In the case of an underpayment, interest will accrue on the
amount not paid from the date payment was initially due to the date
that payment to CBP is made.
(D) The underpayment or failure of a carrier or operator using an
express consignment carrier facility or a centralized hub facility to
pay all applicable fees owed to CBP pursuant to paragraph (b)(4) of
this section may result in the assessment of penalties under 19 U.S.C.
1592, liquidated damages, and any other action authorized by law.
*

*

*

*

*

■ 4.

Add appendices A and B to read as follows:
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APPENDIX A TO PART 24—CUSTOMS COBRA USER FEES AND
LIMITATIONS IN 19 CFR 24.22

Customs COBRA user fee/
limitation

FY14 Base
fee/limitation
(subject to
adjustment in
accordance
with the
FAST Act)

19 U.S.C. 58c

19 CFR 24.22

(a)(1) ..............

(b)(1)(i) ..........

Fee: Commercial Vessel Arrival Fee ...............................

$437

(b)(5)(A) .........

(b)(1)(ii) .........

Limitation: Calendar Year
Maximum for Commercial
Vessel Arrival Fees.

5,955

(a)(8) ..............

(b)(2)(i) ..........

Fee: Barges and Other Bulk
Carriers Arrival Fee ...........

110

(b)(6) ..............

(b)(2)(ii) .........

Limitation: Calendar Year
Maximum for Barges and
Other Bulk Carriers Arrival
Fees.

1,500

(a)(2) ..............

(c)(1) ..............

Fee: Commercial Truck Arrival Fee ...............................

5.50

(b)(2) ..............

(c)(2) and (3) .

Limitation: Commercial
Truck Calendar Year Prepayment Fee.

100

(a)(3) ..............

(d)(1) ..............

Fee: Railroad Car Arrival
Fee ........................................

8.25

(b)(3) ..............

(d)(2) and (3) .

Limitation: Railroad Car
Calendar Year Prepayment
Fee ........................................

100

(a)(4) ..............

(e)(1) and (2) .

Fee and Limitation: Private
Vessel or Private Aircraft
First Arrival/Calendar Year
Prepayment Fee.

27.50

(a)(6) ..............

(f) ...................

Fee: Dutiable Mail Fee ........

5.50

(a)(5)(A) .........

(g)(1)(i) ..........

Fee: Commercial Vessel or
Commercial Aircraft Passenger Arrival Fee.

5.50

(a)(5)(B) .........

(g)(1)(ii) .........

Fee: Commercial Vessel Passenger Arrival Fee (from
one of the territories and
possessions of the United
States).

1.93

(a)(7) ..............

(h) ..................

Fee: Customs Broker Permit
User Fee

138
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APPENDIX B

TO

PART 24—CUSTOMS COBRA USER FEES AND
LIMITATIONS IN 19 CFR 24.23

Customs COBRA user fee/
limitation

FY14 Base
fee/limitation
(subject to
adjustment in
accordance
with the
FAST Act)

19 U.S.C. 58c

19 CFR 24.23

(b)(9)(A) (ii) ...

(b)(1)(i)(A) .....

Fee: Express Consignment
Carrier/Centralized Hub
Facility Fee, Per Individual
Waybill/Bill of Lading Fee.

$1

(b)(9)(B)(i) .....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(2) .

Limitation: Minimum Express Consignment Carrier/
Centralized Hub Facility
Fee.

0.35

(b)(9)(B)(i) .....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(2) .

Limitation: Maximum Express Consignment Carrier/
Centralized Hub Facility
Fee.

1

(a)(9)(B)(i); ....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(1) .

Limitation: Minimum Merchandise Processing Fee

25

(b)(1)(i)(B)(1) .

Limitation: Maximum Merchandise Processing Fee

485

(b)(8)(A)(ii) ....

(b)(1)(ii) .........

Fee: Surcharge for Manual
Entry or Release

3

(a)(10)(C)(i) ...

(b)(2)(i) ..........

Fee: Informal Entry or Release; Automated and Not
Prepared by CBP Personnel.

2

(a)(10)(C)(ii) ..

(b)(2)(ii) .........

Fee: Informal Entry or Release; Manual and Not Prepared by CBP Personnel.

6

(a)(10)(C)(iii) .

(b)(2)(iii) ........

Fee: Informal Entry or Release; Automated or
Manual; Prepared by CBP
Personnel.

9

(b)(9)(A)(ii) ....

(b)(4) ..............

Fee: Express Consignment
Carrier/Centralized Hub
Facility Fee, Per Individual
Waybill/Bill of Lading Fee.

1

(b)(8)(A)(i) .....
(a)(9)(B)(i); ....
(b)(8)(A)(i) .....

PART 111—CUSTOMS BROKERS
■ 5. The general authority citation for part 111 and the specific
authority citation for § 111.96 continue to read as follows:
Authority: 19 U.S.C. 66, 1202 (General Note 3(i), Harmonized
Tariff Schedule of the United States), 1624, 1641.
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*

*

*

*

*

Section 111.96 also issued under 19 U.S.C. 58c, 31 U.S.C. 9701.
*

*

*

*

*

§ 111.19 [Amended]
■ 6.

In § 111.19(c):

■ a.

Remove the phrase “100 and 138” in the first sentence; and

■ b. Remove the amounts “100” and “138” in each place that they
appear.
§ 111.96 [Amended]
■ 7.

In § 111.96(c):

■ a. In the first sentence, remove the words “of 138” and add in
their place the words “specified in § 24.22(h) of this chapter”; and
■ b.

Remove the figure “138” in each place that it appears.

Dated: October 30, 2017.
RONALD D. VITIELLO,
Acting Deputy Commissioner,
U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
TIMOTHY E. SKUD,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
[Published in the Federal Register, November 1, 2017 (82 FR 50523)]
◆

COBRA FEES TO BE ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION IN
FISCAL YEAR 2018 CBP DEC. 17–17
AGENCY: U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Department of
Homeland Security.
ACTION: General notice.
SUMMARY: This document announces that U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is adjusting certain customs user fees and limitations established by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) for Fiscal Year 2018 in accordance with the Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) as implemented by
CBP regulations published elsewhere in this issue of the Federal
Register.
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DATES: The adjusted amounts of customs COBRA user fees and
their corresponding limitations set forth in this notice for Fiscal
Year 2018 are required as of January 1, 2018.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Bruce Ingalls,
Director—Revenue
Division,
317–298–1107,
bruce.ingalls@
cbp.dhs.gov;
or
Tina
Ghiladi,
Director—Fee
Strategy,
Communications, and Integration, 202–344–3722, tina.ghiladi@
cbp.dhs.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
On December 4, 2015, the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation
Act (FAST Act, Pub. L. 114–94) was signed into law. Section 32201 of
the FAST Act amended section 13031 of the Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985 (19 U.S.C. 58c) by requiring certain customs COBRA user fees and corresponding limitations
to be adjusted by the Secretary of the Treasury (Secretary) to reflect
certain increases in inflation.
In a final rule, CBP Dec. 17–16, published elsewhere in this issue of
the Federal Register, CBP amended §§ 24.22 and 24.23 of title 19 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (19 CFR 24.22 and 24.23) to implement the requirements of the FAST Act. Specifically, CBP created a
new paragraph (k) in section 24.22 (19 CFR 24.22(k)) that sets forth
the methodology to determine the change in inflation as well as the
factor by which the fees and limitations will be adjusted, if necessary.
The fees and limitations subject to adjustment, which are set forth in
Appendix A and Appendix B of part 24, include the commercial vessel
arrival fees, commercial truck arrival fees, railroad car arrival fees,
private vessel arrival fees, private aircraft arrival fees, commercial
aircraft and vessel passenger arrival fees, dutiable mail fees, customs
broker permit user fees, barges and other bulk carriers arrival fees,
and merchandise processing fees as well as the corresponding limitations.
Determination of Whether an Adjustment Is Necessary for
Fiscal Year 2018
In accordance with the amended regulations in 19 CFR 24.22, CBP
determines whether the fees and limitations must be adjusted to
reflect inflation. For fiscal year 2018, this is done by comparing the
average of the Consumer Price Index—All Urban Consumers, U.S. All
items, 1982–84 (CPI–U) for the current year (June 2016–May 2017)
with the average of the CPI–U for Fiscal Year 2014 to determine the
change in inflation, if any. If there is an increase in the CPI of greater
than one (1) percent, CBP must adjust the customs COBRA user fees
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and corresponding limitations using the methodology set forth in 19
CFR 24.22(k). Following the steps provided in paragraph (k)(2) of §
24.22, CBP has determined that the increase in the CPI between the
most recent June to May 12-month period (June 2016–May 2017) and
Fiscal Year 2014 is 2.542 percent. (19 CFR 24.22(k)). As the increase
in the CPI is greater than one (1) percent, the customs COBRA user
fees and corresponding limitations must be adjusted for Fiscal Year
2018.
Determination of the Adjusted Fees and Limitations
Using the methodology set forth in § 24.22(k)(2) of the CBP regulations (19 CFR 24.22(k)), CBP has determined that the factor by
which the fees and limitations will be adjusted is 2.677 percent. In
reaching this determination, CBP calculated the values for each variable found in 19 CFR 24.22(k) as follows:
• The arithmetic average of the CPI–U for June 2016–May 2017,
referred to as (A) in the CBP regulations, is 242.3281
• The arithmetic average of the CPI–U for Fiscal Year 2014, referred to as (B), is 236.009;
• The arithmetic average of the CPI–U for the comparison year,
referred to as (C), is 236.009;
• The difference between the arithmetic averages of the CPI–U of
the comparison year (Fiscal Year 2014) and the current year
(June 2016–May 2017), referred to as (D), is 6.320;
• This difference rounded to the nearest whole number, referred to
as (E), is 6;
• The percentage change in the arithmetic averages of the CPI–U
of the comparison year (Fiscal Year 2014) and the current year
(June 2016–May 2017), referred to as (F), is 2.542 percent;
• The difference in the arithmetic average of the CPI–U between
the current year (June 2016–May 2017) and the base year (Fiscal Year 2014), referred to as (G), is 6.320; and
• Lastly, the percentage change in the CPI–U from the base year
(Fiscal Year 2014) to the current year (June 2016–May 2017),
referred to as (H), is 2.677 percent.
1

The figures provided in this notice may be rounded for publication purposes only. The
calculations for the adjusted fees and limitations were made using unrounded figures,
unless otherwise noted.
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Announcement of New Fees and Limitations
The adjusted amounts of customs COBRA user fees and their corresponding limitations for Fiscal Year 2018 as adjusted by 2.677
percent set forth below are required as of January 1, 2018. Table 1
provides the fees and limitations found in 19 CFR 24.22 as adjusted
for Fiscal Year 2018 and Table 2 provides the fees and limitations
found in 19 CFR 24.23 as adjusted for Fiscal Year 2018.
TABLE 1—CUSTOMS COBRA USER FEES AND LIMITATIONS FOUND
19 CFR 24.22 AS ADJUSTED FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018

Customs COBRA user fee/
limitation

IN

New fee/
limitation adjusted in accordance with
the FAST Act

19 U.S.C. 58c

19 CFR 24.22

(a)(1) ..............

(b)(1)(i) ..........

Fee: Commercial Vessel Arrival Fee ...............................

$448.70

(b)(5)(A) .........

(b)(1)(ii) .........

Limitation: Calendar Year
Maximum for Commercial
Vessel Arrival Fees.

6,114.46

(a)(8) ..............

(b)(2)(i) ..........

Fee: Barges and Other Bulk
Carriers Arrival Fee ...........

112.95

(b)(6) ..............

(b)(2)(ii) .........

Limitation: Calendar Year
Maximum for Barges and
Other Bulk Carriers Arrival
Fees.

1,540.17

(a)(2) ..............

(c)(1) ..............

Fee: Commercial Truck Arrival Fee ...............................

5.65

(b)(2) ..............

(c)(2) and (3) .

Limitation: Commercial
Truck Calendar Year Prepayment Fee.

(a)(3) ..............

(d)(1) ..............

Fee: Railroad Car Arrival
Fee ........................................

8.47

(b)(3) ..............

(d)(2) and (3) .

Limitation: Railroad Car
Calendar Year Prepayment
Fee ........................................

102.68

(a)(4) ..............

(e)(1) and (2) .

Fee and Limitation: Private
Vessel or Private Aircraft
First Arrival/Calendar Year
Prepayment Fee.

28.24

(a)(6) ..............

(f) ...................

Fee: Dutiable Mail Fee

5.65

(a)(5)(A) .........

(g)(1)(i) ..........

Fee: Commercial Vessel or
Commercial Aircraft Passenger Arrival Fee.

5.65

(a)(5)(B) .........

(g)(1)(ii) .........

Fee: Commercial Vessel Passenger Arrival Fee (from
one of the territories and
possessions of the United
States).

1.98

102.68
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19 U.S.C. 58c

19 CFR 24.22

(a)(7) ..............

(h) ..................

Customs COBRA user fee/
limitation
Fee: Customs Broker Permit
User Fee ..............................

New fee/
limitation adjusted in accordance with
the FAST Act
141.70

TABLE 2—CUSTOMS COBRA USER FEES AND LIMITATIONS FOUND
19 CFR 24.23 AS ADJUSTED FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018

Customs COBRA user fee/
limitation

IN

New fee/
limitation adjusted in accordance with
the FAST Act

19 U.S.C. 58c

19 CFR 24.23

(b)(9)(A)(ii) ....

(b)(1)(i)(A) .....

Fee: Express Consignment
Carrier/Centralized Hub
Facility Fee, Per Individual
Waybill/Bill of Lading Fee.

$1.03

(b)(9)(B)(i) .....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(2) .

Limitation: Minimum Express Consignment Carrier/
Centralized Hub Facility
Fee.

0.36

(b)(9)(B)(i) .....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(2) .

Limitation: Maximum Express Consignment Carrier/
Centralized Hub Facility
Fee.

1.03

(a)(9)(B)(i);
(b)(8)(A)(i) .....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(1) .

Limitation: Minimum Merchandise Processing Fee .....

25.67

(a)(9)(B)(i);
(b)(8)(A)(i) .....

(b)(1)(i)(B)(1) .

Limitation: Maximum Merchandise Processing Fee .....

497.99

(b)(8)(A)(ii) ....

(b)(1)(ii) .........

Fee: Surcharge for Manual
Entry or Release .................

3.08

(a)(10)(C)(i) ...

(b)(2)(i) ..........

Fee: Informal Entry or Release; Automated and Not
Prepared by CBP Personnel.

2.05

(a)(10)(C)(ii) ..

(b)(2)(ii) .........

Fee: Informal Entry or Release; Manual and Not Prepared by CBP Personnel.

6.16

(a)(10)(C)(iii) .

(b)(2)(iii) ........

Fee: Informal Entry or Release; Automated or
Manual; Prepared by CBP
Personnel.

9.24

(b)(9)(A)(ii) ....

(b)(4) ..............

Fee: Express Consignment
Carrier/Centralized Hub
Facility Fee, Per Individual
Waybill/Bill of Lading Fee.

1.03
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Tables 1 and 2 setting forth the adjusted fees and limitations for
Fiscal Year 2018 will also be maintained for the public’s convenience
on the CBP Web site at www.cbp.gov.
Dated: October 30, 2017.
KEVIN K. MCALEENAN,
Acting Commissioner,
U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
[Published in the Federal Register, November 1, 2017 (82 FR 50859)]
◆

MODIFICATION AND CLARIFICATION OF THE NATIONAL
CUSTOMS AUTOMATION PROGRAM TESTS REGARDING
POST-SUMMARY CORRECTIONS AND PERIODIC
MONTHLY STATEMENTS
AGENCY: U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Department of
Homeland Security.
ACTION: General notice.
SUMMARY: This document announces U.S. Customs and Border
Protection’s (CBP’s) modification and clarification to the National
Customs Automation Program (NCAP) tests pertaining to the processing of post-summary correction (PSC) claims and periodic
monthly statements (PMS). Except to the extent expressly announced
or modified by this document, all aspects, rules, terms and conditions
announced in previous notices regarding the PSC and PMS tests
remain in effect.
DATES:
As of November 1, 2017, the modification
clarification to the PSC and PMS tests will be operational.

and

ADDRESSES: Comments concerning this test program may be
submitted via email to Monica Crockett at ESARinfoinbox@dhs.gov
with a subject line identifier reading, “Post-Summary Corrections
and Periodic Monthly Statements.”
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For policy-related
questions, contact Randy Mitchell, Director, Commercial
Operations, Revenue and Entry, Trade Policy and Programs, Office
of Trade, via email at Randy.Mitchell@cbp.dhs.gov. For technical
questions related to ABI transmissions, contact your assigned
client representative. Interested parties without an assigned client
representative should direct their questions to the Client
Representative Branch at (703) 650–3500.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I.

Background

Post-Summary Correction (PSC) and Periodic Monthly Statement
(PMS) Test Programs
The National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) was established by Subtitle B of Title VI—Customs Modernization in the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) Implementation Act (Customs Modernization Act) (Pub. L. 103–182, 107 Stat. 2057, 2170,
December 8, 1993) (19 U.S.C. 1411). Through NCAP, the thrust of
customs modernization was on trade compliance and the development of the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE), the planned
successor to the Automated Commercial System (ACS) as the CBPauthorized electronic data interchange (EDI) system. ACE is an automated and electronic system for commercial trade processing which
is intended to streamline business processes, facilitate growth in
trade, ensure cargo security, and foster participation in global commerce, while ensuring compliance with U.S. laws and regulations and
reducing costs for U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and all
of its communities of interest. The ability to meet these objectives
depends on successfully modernizing CBP’s business functions and
the information technology that supports those functions.
CBP’s modernization efforts are accomplished through phased releases of ACE component functionality designed to replace specific
legacy ACS functions and add new functionality. Section 101.9(b) of
title 19 of the Code of Federal Regulations (19 CFR 101.9(b)) provides
for the testing of NCAP components. See T.D. 95–21, 60 FR 14211
(March 16, 1995). A list of ACE tests is provided in Section III below.
A. PSC Test Program
On June 24, 2011, CBP published a notice in the Federal Register
(76 FR 37136) that announced a plan to conduct an NCAP test
concerning new ACE capabilities allowing importers to file a PSC for
certain entry summaries using the Automated Broker Interface
(ABI). Importers and their brokers are also allowed to use ABI to file
a PSC to those pre-liquidation ACE entry summaries that were accepted by CBP, fully paid, and under CBP control. On November 19,
2013, CBP published a notice in the Federal Register (78 FR 69434)
modifying and clarifying the terms and conditions of the PSC test. On
December 12, 2016, CBP published another notice in the Federal
Register (81 FR 89482) further modifying and clarifying the terms
and conditions of the PSC test and expanding the list of entry types
that could be corrected via a PSC. One of the entry types added was
entry type 23 (Temporary Importation Bond (TIB)).
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Before the December 12, 2016 notice became effective, CBP published another notice on January 9, 2017, in the Federal Register
(82 FR 2385), republishing the December 12th notice, and correcting
and further clarifying the terms and conditions of the PSC test.
Subsequently, on January 17, 2017, CBP published a notice in the
Federal Register (82 FR 4901) delaying the effective date of the
January 9th notice until further notice. Then, on June 8, 2017, CBP
published a notice in the Federal Register (82 FR 26699) announcing that the January 9th notice would become effective on July 8,
2017. Finally, on June 30, 2017, CBP published a notice in the Federal Register (82 FR 29910) delaying the effective date until further
notice.
B. PMS Test Program
On February 4, 2004, CBP published a notice in the Federal
Register (69 FR 5362) that announced a plan to conduct an NCAP
test concerning PMS which allows importers to deposit estimated
duties, fees and taxes on a monthly basis. CBP modified and clarified
the PMS test in seven subsequent Federal Register notices published on: September 8, 2004 (69 FR 54302); February 1, 2005 (70 FR
5199); August 8, 2005 (70 FR 45736); September 22, 2005 (70 FR
55623); January 20, 2006 (71 FR 3315); June 2, 2006 (71 FR 32114);
and October 17, 2008 (73 FR 61891). On December 12, 2016, CBP
published a notice in the Federal Register announcing a modification to the PMS test. See 81 FR 89482. On January 9, 2017, CBP
published a notice in the Federal Register (82 FR 2385), republishing the December 12, 2016 notice with some corrections and further
clarification. Subsequently, on January 17, 2017, CBP published a
notice in the Federal Register (82 FR 4901) delaying the effective
date of the January 9th notice until further notice. On June 8, 2017,
CBP published a notice in the Federal Register (82 FR 26699)
announcing that the January 9th notice would become effective on
July 8, 2017. Finally, on June 30, 2017, CBP published a notice in the
Federal Register (82 FR 29910) delaying the effective date until
further notice.
II. Test Modifications and Clarification
This document announces a modification and clarification of the
PSC test, and a modification of the PMS test. The modifications and
clarification are discussed separately below. Except to the extent
expressly announced or modified by this document, all aspects, rules,
terms, requirements, obligations and conditions announced in previous notices regarding the PSC and PMS tests remain in effect.
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A. Modification of the PSC Test
This document announces that CBP is extending the deadline for
filing a PSC. The new deadline requires a PSC to be transmitted
within 300 days of the date of entry or 15 days prior to the scheduled
liquidation date, whichever date is earlier. Prior to this modification,
a PSC had to be transmitted within 270 days of the date of entry, but
could not be filed within 20 days of the scheduled liquidation date.
This change is being made to increase the amount of time a filer has
to submit a PSC on entry summaries.
B. Clarification of the PSC Test
CBP announced in the December 12th notice that the types of
entries that may be corrected by filing a PSC were expanded to
additional entry types, one of them being entry type 23 (TIB). This
notice clarifies that a PSC concerning a TIB may be filed only to
correct data elements of a TIB that do not change a TIB entry to
another entry type; in addition, this notice clarifies that a PSC may
not change data elements that change another entry type to a TIB
entry. For example, a PSC may correct the value declared on a TIB
entry, but it may not change the classification of the article to a
classification that is not entitled to be filed as a TIB entry, as that
classification change would necessarily change a TIB entry to another
entry type.
C. Modification of the PMS Test
The proposed modification, published in the January 9, 2017 notice,
considers a PMS as paid, in the event the importer uses the Automated Clearing House (ACH) debit process, when CBP receives notification from the Treasury Department that funds are available and
transferred to CBP from the financial institution designated by the
importer for payment of the ACH debit authorization. This modification reverses the proposed modification because ACE cannot accommodate the proposed change at this time due to technical constraints.
Therefore, CBP will continue to consider a PMS as paid when CBP
transmits the debit authorization to the designated financial institution. See 69 FR 5362 (February 4, 2004).
III.

Development of ACE Prototypes

A chronological listing of Federal Register publications detailing
ACE test developments is set forth below.
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• ACE Portal Accounts and Subsequent Revision Notices: 67 FR
21800 (May 1, 2002); 69 FR 5360 and 69 FR 5362 (February 4,
2004); 69 FR 54302 (September 8, 2004); 70 FR 5199 (February
1, 2005).
• ACE System of Records Notice: 71 FR 3109 (January 19, 2006).
• Terms/Conditions for Access to the ACE Portal and Subsequent
Revisions: 72 FR 27632 (May 16, 2007); 73 FR 38464 (July 7,
2008).
• ACE Non-Portal Accounts and Related Notice: 70 FR 61466
(October 24, 2005); 71 FR 15756 (March 29, 2006).
• ACE Entry Summary, Accounts and Revenue (ESAR I) Capabilities: 72 FR 59105 (October 18, 2007).
• ACE Entry Summary, Accounts and Revenue (ESAR II) Capabilities: 73 FR 50337 (August 26, 2008); 74 FR 9826 (March 6,
2009).
• ACE Entry Summary, Accounts and Revenue (ESAR III) Capabilities: 74 FR 69129 (December 30, 2009).
• ACE Entry Summary, Accounts and Revenue (ESAR IV) Capabilities: 76 FR 37136 (June 24, 2011).
• Post-Entry Amendment (PEA) Processing Test: 76 FR 37136
(June 24, 2011).
• ACE Announcement of a New Start Date for the National Customs Automation Program Test of Automated Manifest Capabilities for Ocean and Rail Carriers: 76 FR 42721 (July 19, 2011).
• ACE Simplified Entry: 76 FR 69755 (November 9, 2011).
• National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) Tests Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Document Image System (DIS): 77 FR 20835 (April 6, 2012).
• National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) Tests Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Simplified Entry: Modification of Participant Selection Criteria and Application Process: 77 FR 48527 (August 14, 2012).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Regarding Reconciliation for Filing Certain PostImportation Preferential Tariff Treatment Claims under Certain
FTAs: 78 FR 27984 (May 13, 2013).
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• Modification of Two National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Tests Concerning Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) Document Image System (DIS) and Simplified Entry (SE):
78 FR 44142 (July 23, 2013).
• Modification of Two National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Tests Concerning Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) Document Image System (DIS) and Simplified Entry (SE);
Correction: 78 FR 53466 (August 29, 2013).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program Test
Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Cargo
Release (formerly known as Simplified Entry): 78 FR 66039
(November 4, 2013).
• Post-Summary Corrections to Entry Summaries Filed in ACE
Pursuant to the ESAR IV Test: Modifications and Clarifications:
78 FR 69434 (November 19, 2013).
• National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) Test Concerning the Submission of Certain Data Required by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Food Safety and Inspection
Service Using the Partner Government Agency Message Set
Through the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE): 78 FR
75931 (December 13, 2013).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE)
Cargo Release for Ocean and Rail Carriers: 79 FR 6210 (February 3, 2014).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE)
Cargo Release to Allow Importers and Brokers to Certify From
ACE Entry Summary: 79 FR 24744 (May 1, 2014).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE)
Cargo Release for Truck Carriers: 79 FR 25142 (May 2, 2014).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE)
Document Image System: 79 FR 36083 (June 25, 2014).
• Announcement of eBond Test: 79 FR 70881 (November 28, 2014).
• eBond Test Modifications and Clarifications: Continuous Bond
Executed Prior to or Outside the eBond Test May Be Converted
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to an eBond by the Surety and Principal, Termination of an
eBond by Filing Identification Number, and Email Address Correction: 80 FR 899 (January 7, 2015).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning Automated Commercial Environment (ACE)
Document Image System Relating to Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS) Document Submissions: 80 FR 5126
(January 30, 2015).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning the use of Partner Government Agency Message
Set through the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) for
the Submission of Certain Data Required by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA): 80 FR 6098 (February 4, 2015).
• Announcement of Modification of ACE Cargo Release Test to
Permit the Combined Filing of Cargo Release and Importer Security Filing (ISF) Data: 80 FR 7487 (February 10, 2015).
• Modification of NCAP Test Concerning ACE Cargo Release for
Type 03 Entries and Advanced Capabilities for Truck Carriers:
80 FR 16414 (March 27, 2015).
• Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Export Manifest for
Air Cargo Test: 80 FR 39790 (July 10, 2015).
• National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) Concerning Remote Location Filing Entry Procedures in the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) and the Use of the Document Image
System for the Submission of Invoices and the Use of eBonds for
the Transmission of Single Transaction Bonds: 80 FR 40079
(July 13, 2015).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) Partner Government Agency (PGA) Message Set Regarding Types of Transportation Modes and Certain Data Required
by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA): 80 FR 47938 (August 10, 2015).
• Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Export Manifest for
Vessel Cargo Test: 80 FR 50644 (August 20, 2015).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning the Submission of Certain Data Required by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Using the Partner Gov-
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ernment Agency Message Set through the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE): 80 FR 52051 (August 27, 2015).
• Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Export Manifest for
Rail Cargo Test: 80 FR 54305 (September 9, 2015).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Test Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Document Image System (DIS) Regarding Future
Updates and New Method of Submission of Accepted Documents:
80 FR 62082 (October 15, 2015).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Test Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Cargo Release for Entry Type 52 and Certain Other
Modes of Transportation: 80 FR 63576 (October 20, 2015).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Test Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Entry Summary, Accounts and Revenue (ESAR)
Test of Automated Entry Summary Types 51 and 52 and Certain
Modes of Transportation: 80 FR 63815 (October 21, 2015).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program Test
Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment Portal Account to Establish the Exporter Portal Account: 80 FR 63817
(October 21, 2015).
• Modification of National Customs Automation Program Test
Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment Partner
Government Agency Message Set Regarding the Toxic Substances Control Act Certification Required by the Environmental
Protection Agency: 81 FR 7133 (February 10, 2016).
• Notice Announcing the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) as the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) System for Processing Certain Electronic Entry and Entry
Summary Filings: 81 FR 10264 (February 29, 2016).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP); Test Concerning the Partner Government Agency Message Set for Certain Data Required by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): 81 FR 13399 (March 14, 2016).
• Cessation of National Customs Automation Program (NCAP)
Test Concerning the Submission of Certain Data Required by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Using the Partner Gov-
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ernment Agency (PGA) Message Set Through the Automated
Commercial Environment (ACE): 81 FR 18634 (March 31, 2016).
• Automated Commercial Environment (ACE); Announcement of
National Customs Automation Program Test of the In-Transit
Manifest Pilot Program: 81 FR 24837 (April 27, 2016).
• Announcement of National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Test Concerning the Submission through the Automated
Commercial Environment (ACE) of Certain Import Data and
Documents Required by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: 81
FR 27149 (May 5, 2016).
• Notice Announcing the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) as the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) System for Processing Certain Electronic Entry and Entry
Summary Filings Accompanied by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Data: 81 FR 30320 (May 16, 2016).
• Notice Announcing the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) as the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) System for Processing Electronic Entry and Entry Summary Filings: 81 FR 32339 (May 23, 2016).
• Notice Announcing the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) Protest Module as the Sole CBP-Authorized Method for
Filing Electronic Protests: 81 FR 49685 (July 28, 2016).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Test Concerning the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Portal Accounts to Establish the Protest Filer Account and Clarification that the Terms and Conditions for Account Access Apply to all ACE Portal Accounts: 81 FR 52453
(August 8, 2016).
• National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) Test Concerning Electronic Filing of Protests in the Automated Commercial
Environment (ACE): 81 FR 53497 (August 12, 2016).
• Modification of the National Customs Automation Program
(NCAP) Test Regarding Reconciliation and Transition of the Test
from the Automated Commercial System (ACS) to the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE): 81 FR 89486 (December
12, 2016).
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• Modification and Clarification of the National Customs Automation Program (NCAP) Test Regarding Post-Summary Corrections and Periodic Monthly Statements: 81 FR 89482 (December
12, 2016).
• Effective Date for the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) Being the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) System for Processing Electronic Drawback and
Duty Deferral Entry and Entry Summary Filings: 81 FR 89486
(December 12, 2016).
• Electronic Notice of Liquidation: 81 FR 89375 (December 12,
2016).
• Modification and Clarification of the National Customs Automation Program Tests Regarding Post-Summary Corrections and
Periodic Monthly Statements; Republication with Correction
and Further Clarification: 82 FR 2385 (January 9, 2017).
• Delay of Effective Date for the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Becoming the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) System for Processing Electronic Drawback
and Duty Deferral Entry and Entry Summary Filings: 82 FR
4900 (January 17, 2017).
• Delayed Effective Date for Modifications of the National Customs Automation Program Tests Regarding Reconciliation, PostSummary Corrections, and Periodic Monthly Statements: 82 FR
4901 (January 17, 2017).
• Effective Date for the Automated Commercial Environment
(ACE) Becoming the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) System for Processing Electronic Drawback and
Duty Deferral Entry and Entry Summary Filings: 82 FR 26698
(June 8, 2017).
• Effective Date for Modifications of the National Customs Automation Program Tests Regarding Reconciliation, Post-Summary
Corrections, and Periodic Monthly Statements: 82 FR 26699
(June 8, 2017).
• Delayed Effective Date for Modifications of the National Customs Automation Program Tests Regarding Reconciliation, PostSummary Corrections, and Periodic Monthly Statements: 82 FR
29910 (June 30, 2017).
• Delay of Effective Date for the Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Becoming the Sole CBP-Authorized Electronic Data
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Interchange (EDI) System for Processing Electronic Drawback
and Duty Deferral Entry and Entry Summary Filings: 82 FR
29910 (June 30, 2017).
• Extension and Clarification of Test Program Regarding Electronic Foreign Trade Zone Admission Applications and Transition of Test from the Automated Commercial System to the
Automated Commercial Environment: 82 FR 38923 (August 16,
2017).
• Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Becoming the Sole
CBP-Authorized Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) System for
Processing Duty Deferral Entry and Entry Summary Filings: 82
FR 38924 (August 16, 2017).
• Delay of Transition of Test Program Regarding Electronic Foreign Trade Zone Admission Applications from the Automated
Commercial System to the Automated Commercial Environment: 82 FR 43395 (September 15, 2017).
Dated: October 26, 2017.
BRENDA B. SMITH,
Executive Assistant Commissioner,
Office of Trade.
[Published in the Federal Register, November 1, 2017 (82 FR 50656)]

